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CITY OF EVART 

REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING 

June 16, 2014 
 
 

Meeting called to order at 7:00 p.m. 
Present:  Mayor – Eric Schmidt;  Council - Dan Elliott, BJ Foster, Casey Keysor, 
Gregg Sherman; City Clerk – Seraphim Bieri; Treasurer / Acting City Manager –  
Sarah Bigelow  
Absent:  City Manager Zack Szakacs  
 
Guests:   < some unidentified > Maryann Borden, Sandra Sziliga, John Tanner – OHM 
Engineering Consultants, Betty Bingamon, Michelle Frost, Maria Swiger, Loretta Tiedt, 
James Holihan, Lane Johnston, Ann Pattee, Helen Young, Tom Young, Carol Roberts,  
Ralph Carlson, James White – City Attorney, Buck Vallad – Director DPW, Miranda Lorenz, 
Ryan Douglas, Muriel Gorthy, J. O’dell, Al Weinberg – Director DDA, Patrick Muczynski, 
Brian Laesser,  
 
Citizenry Comments: 
<<Jim Holihan>> asks what underlying motivation &/or need exists to change the service, 
his not having heard of any weighty problems that would drive the extreme proposal 
 
<<Michele Frost>> self identifies as one of the “Facebook correspondents” … says the 
buzz on line has centered around the added cost of using the prescribed bags for 
clippings/leaves, as well as how brush would compact into these, and with 3 elderly 
neighbors of her own – questions of how they are going to keep up and avoid fines.  
Additionally – after big storms, how can the bagging-only policy even work? 
 
<<Loretta Tiedt>> asks “What are our taxes for, if not for having clean City streets?”, 
adding that the sewer drain at her corner is plugged 2 to 3 times and she is left to scrape it 
out since City crews do not.  Mayor says he doubts it would be a problem if she’d call the 
DPW.  Tiedt points out she is in her 80s and it is a recurring issue that (geographically) 
should surprise no one. 
 
<<Brian Laesser>> resident at 2nd/Main, notes the abundance of Maple trees, with 4-500 
leaves falling at one time – questions if anyone on Council has done research on the cost 
of the specialty bags they are poised to required.  Points out that for six years at the 
curbside intersection (i.e. City owned property) of his Main Street sidewalk, there has been 
the sink hole that was created when the street was repaved; he suggests that perhaps the 
City could finally take responsibility for it since he has been attempting with his own 
labors/material to repair it annually – adding that recently he even stopped mowing it in 
hopes it would garner DPW attention, but instead the “jungle” persists at Second and Main.  
Mayor asks if this is the first time Laesser has mentioned this to City Hall. Laesser names 
two previous occupants of the property both of whom also notified the City. DPW Director 
Vallad offers that if they receive a call he usually “sends a guy”. 
 
<<Loretta Tiedt>> on the subject of “un-noticed Main Street jungles” she lamented the 
high weeds which last year and this, obstruct the driver’s view of the intersection near the 
Main Street bridge crossing the Muskegon, adding that she had to finally call the City in 
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order to have it “weed whipped”.  DPW Director Vallad notes that it is a county bridge not 
City’s but that occasionally his crews will address it anyway, even though it is county 
responsibility. 
 
<<Betty Bingamon>> is concerned, asking Council how many bags will she have to 
purchase and fill to clean-up autumn foliage from her 90 year old Black Walnut tree. 
 
<<DPW Director, Buck Vallad>> takes the opportunity to point out that the Youngs on 
Main Street have been successfully bagging for three years; adds that after storms the 
DPW will certainly continue to make special unscheduled runs through town.  His letter of 
policy change is simply an attempt to work within the budget since he has the loss of three 
(soon four) of his crew.  Helen Young acknowledges her success with bagging but thinks 
the City should have a special price on the otherwise expensive bags; her family has had to 
make a calculated practice of monitoring sales in Cadillac and Big Rapids in order to stock-
up more affordably, not to overlook the expense of still having to drive :40 minutes each 
direction to purchase the bags. Mayor recalls City Hall selling them in previous eras and 
suggests research be done to again offer the bags.  Vallad says Evart is unable to 
negotiate a price superior to that of Menards in Big Rapids.  Muriel Gorthy asserts that the 
bags need to be here and affordable, not “there” where fuel and extra time are required. 
 
<<Muriel Gorthy>> relates her own good fortune at finally having a little extra money with 
which to hire someone to clean up her yard; she doesn’t want to now be fined $50 because 
it is all curbside.  DPW Director Vallad assures her the new policy wouldn’t begin until July 
1st (new fiscal year) and they will be circling town one more time before bags become 
mandatory.  What’s more, he says the brush/tree limbs aspect remains the same (except 
for the fine, if rules are disregarded) – “piled neatly at the curb”, not bagged. City Clerk 
clarifies that to avoid fines, brush must be “stumps toward pavement” NOT neatly stacked 
parallel to the roadway.  Mayor has Vallad breakdown curbside expense to the City:  “each 
citizen pays $5.21 in taxes for yard debris cleanup = $11,000 but the cost is $30,000”. 
 
<<Jim Holihan>> complains that Council is poised to require everyone to act at the same 
time, noting that not everyone is retired and able to “only rake for the first Monday of the 
month’s bag pickup”, some folks have jobs, or the weather may be rainy and interfere, or… 
Mayor points out that for weekly garbage night, everyone manages to conform. Then he 
calls upon DPW to offer a “free week of un-bagged pickup” each Fall. (answering audience 

murmurs suggesting backyard burn piles… ) Mayor points out it is no longer legal to burn in town. 
 
<<Carol Roberts>> suggests that the Water Bills should include a reminder of the pickup 
schedule since everyone has to handle a water bill and there is no longer a town 
newspaper for communication.  Treasurer laments that the technology to add long phrases 
is limited but that City Hall can certainly try.   
 
<<Helen Young>> notes that a large problem is the Lawn Care Industry who will be 
unlikely to conform to the “bag it” order; she asks what Council plans on doing about them.  
DPW Director Vallad notes that many use tarps and transport the debris 
(successfully/legally) to the DPW whenever doing the work… adding that all citizens are 
welcome to rake onto tarps (or into plastic bags, if they are ultimately emptied at DPW) and 
then drive their debris to the DPW yard.  (unidentified citizen) is suspicious of the “any time” 
remark, requesting hours: “Mon-Friday 5 a.m. to 3 p.m.”, prompting Vallad to ultimately 
offer that if those are difficult to match, a call to him in advance and he will make 
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arrangements for drop-off times to accommodate individuals’ in need. He is proud of the 
“clean up” his administration has achieved in the compost pile noting that when he arrived, 
the plastic and other debris made this popular citizen landscaping resource far from 
desirable.  
 
<<Michele Frost>> is concerned that residents’ compost piles will trigger fines.  Mayor 
emphasizes the rules-change is more about mowing and then not dumping into the street.  
DPW Director Vallad says it is fool hardy to take the City’s $150,000 front loader just to 
clear grass clippings.  Mayor enthusiastically suggests that the DPW can send “one guy 
and a pickup truck” to get leaves if bagged, saving time/money/resources vs. a crew with a 
dump truck at $300/hr. Vallad emphasizes cooperation equals a smoother operation. 
 
<<Carol Roberts>> pointing out that despite discord of proposed yard debris changes, 
Evart DPW continues to enjoy a great reputation in-town and out for Cemetery Sextant 
duties and Winter Roads. 
  
Moved by Keysor, seconded by Sherman to amend the agenda … 
…adding to Old Business the City Clerk’s report on OHM Consultant errors in their Pine 
Street bid presentation pertaining to May 19 Council vote; Keysor’s addition to New 
Business of Park & Rec committee status  
Passed unanimously 
 
Moved by Keysor, seconded by Sherman approved the minutes of June 2, reflecting Bieri’s 
adjustments to spelling on page 5 and on page 3 changing “Equity” to “Act 99”  …  
Passed unanimously 
 
 
The LDFA - Director Melora Theunick not in attendance 
  
The DDA – Director Al Weinberg reporting   

1) Distributed handouts (Bieri requesting a copy to be given/emailed to her A.S.A.P.  

for inclusion in public record) summarizing DDA Board goals and budget.  Weinberg remarks 
that there is not certainty that among the goals, getting a Dean’s Dairy occupant can be 
achieved by 2015, but it is nonetheless on their radar. Concludes by eliciting Council 
feedback individually over next few days.   

2) Reports Musicales successfully underway with “Elvis” on stage this coming  
Thursday at The Depot.  

3) Today’s “Cash Mob” attracted 30 people.  
4) Farmer’s Market began this past Saturday and runs into October.  
5) Raised concern that public access to the public restrooms at The Depot has  

somehow become reliant upon his personally being able to open them corresponding to 
Farmer’s Market hours; this past weekend he was not able.  Calls upon Council to again 
have restrooms open on weekends (Fri-Sun) for Rails-to-Trails users as well as for Depot 
events. Chief Backing suggesting that the Park Hosts could be the “keepers of the key”.  
Weinberg adding that if security is a concern, there are the surveillance cameras.  

6) Bieri questioned published lists for “Cash Mob Mondays” reflecting businesses which  
never opened their doors; Weinberg said he has rescheduled the Dairy Whip’s to late 
afternoon (2-3 p.m.) to accommodate health issues with proprietors and that Mishler’s 
Drive-In will substitute for the Main Street Bakery. 
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Unfinished Business: 

 Brush / Debris Curbside Service, Recommended Changes 
DPW Director Buck Vallad distributed a Streets Committee letter calling for: 
1) Mayor calls for DPW Director to read aloud his June 5, 2014 proposed “Letter to 

Citizens”. 
2) Discussion ensues as to the unpredictability of Mother Nature and the timing of leaf–

drops with Sherman reminding all that not only does it change year-to-year but that 
each and every year the 3 trees in his yard fall at three different stages. 

3) Additional discourse centers on the complexity of a rule-abiding neighbor having to 
endure the blowing un-raked leaves of another’s unkempt yard, and the associated bag 
expense and/or risk of fines under the new policy. Jim Holihan emphasizes the “burden 
it places on a lot of folks”. 

4) Vallad extends offer for residents to call daily if they so choose and he’ll happily send a 
worker to pick up bagged Fall leaves. 

5) Sherman works to focus on the need for better City-Hall-to-Resident communication as 
the overall solution, suggesting that perhaps a year of focused communication about the 
expense of ill-timed dumping coupled with residents’ inherent appreciation of the DPW’s 
effectiveness, could readily prevent the need to impose bagging regulations/fines and if 
not, then next year this letter could be quickly justified. Recommends listing DPW phone 
number on the Water Bills. 

6) Vallad points out that the idea of “1 free un-bagged week” is tough to schedule year to 
year because there isn’t an easy way of notifying residents (signs in Pharmacy windows 
don’t get the word out sufficiently), unless it is a pre-designated predictable week on the 
calendar each year – however Autumn patterns vary, with “the season” lasting from 2-4 
to 6-8 weeks some years.  He says April is “clean up month” so “free” is easier to plan 
for.  Overall he wants Council to know this isn’t about making money it is about saving 
it.  He worries that excessive time spent on leaves means the level of service in other 
areas will automatically suffer; they are already mowing the 40 Cemetery acres this year 
in a wider two week interval in the interest of budget. 

7) Foster stresses that a bag/fine policy is not unusual for a city to impose.  Vallad cites 
Cadillac, Mt. Pleasant as being even more restrictive.  Michelle Frost reminds Council 
we are a small town and most of our population is elderly. Vallad recommends they 
utilize the Commission On Aging (COA)’s lawn assistance program.  Bieri clarifies that 
while the program is in place, in her mother’s experience, rarely is there manpower to 
execute it (county inmates often assigned to cemeteries, etcetera). 

8) Helen Young admonishes all to try and treat the “new” blacktop of Main Street and 
others recently repaved with as much TLC as possible, citing her undisclosed repaving 
assessment when purchasing their home and the strong desire to not have to endure 
another. 

9) Mayor asks if DPW Director is opposed to “1 free un-bagged week”.  “No, even two 
weeks would be fine. Perhaps the last week of Oct. and first of Nov.” 

10) Foster asks the room if it would be preferable to “just have the bagging policy” and 
therein avoid any of the confusion of “which week is free” each year.  As to the citizen 
frustrated by a non-conforming neighbor’s blowing leaves, City Attorney advises “That’s 
life.” and Mayor adds “You chose where you live.”.  
Moved by Schmidt, seconded by Sherman to offer residents two (2) “free un-bagged 
weeks” each Autumn with the implementation of the new restrictions as outlined in the 
DPW June 5, 2014 letter to be signed by the City Manager…  
Roll Call Vote    
 Ayes:  Elliott, Keysor, Schmidt, Sherman 
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 Nays:  Foster 
 Abstentions:  (none) 
Passed 4 -1 
(see attached letter) 
Mayor offers final admonition to not always believe what you see on Facebook.  City 
Attorney suggests the EVART.org page would be a good tool for alerting residents to 
the two week period which Vallad will be selecting.  

 Cemetery Rate Recommendations    
Councilman Elliott was asked to offer perspective on the City Manager’s June 9, 2014 letter 
of recommendation.  The assessment is that it was a very solid start but is a long way from 
being where Evart needs to see its policies for future health.   

a) Among other issues, lot sales need to be distinguished from openings/closings  
in order to save for expansion. “Don’t sell off assets to finance operations.”  A 
cemetery is a business. Revenue should support operating costs. 

b) He believes that instead of Szakac’s 5% annual increase, a review at the time of 
the City Budget each year is warranted believing Forest Hill runs at probably a 
10-15% loss. 

c) He suspects we will see fewer coffins in favor of ashes. 
Moved by Elliott, seconded by Keysor to accept the City Manager’s proposed changes … 

1) Foster upon learning that the Perpetual Care is not included in the price, urges 
that it be incorporated into each item in the sales list, with a notation that 
Perpetual Care comes with the ownership of the burial plot.  Elliott agrees if the 
monies are dedicated to a separate trust. 

2) Sherman asks Treasurer if the City Manager’s Budget addressed separate lines 
for grave sales vs. openings. “Not broken down.”   

3) Elliott remarks that then his assessment of the numbers would be even more 
grim.  The General Fund underwrites the Cemetery with equipment costs alone 
in excess of probably $40-thousand.  Use of a Perpetual Care trust would at least 
generate some interest over time.   

4) Ann Pattee volunteers that some money does go into a separate account; the 
Treasurer notes that it is not a defined amount however. 

Passed unanimously 

 National Flood Insurance Program 
City Attorney has not yet reviewed the paperwork. 

 AYSO Soccer Interest in Evart Property 
Superintendent of schools has said yes to making the Northwest corner available at the 
Elementary School.  City Manager is still awaiting word from the glass plant for their area. 

 Equipment Leasing - DPW 
Vallad will address at the July 7 Council meeting.  He went forward on New Holland offer 
with a delivery expected in July.  July 17th there is an equipment auction. 

 City Clerk’s update on OHM Consultants’ Report Errors 
Bieri reminded Council that as reported in the minutes of their May 19 meeting, she had 
discovered several discrepancies in the OHM Engineering report that had been given to 
Council and had become the basis of the Council vote to hire an OHM recommended 
contractor for the Pine Street Water Main Replacement project.  She distributed the 
highlighted corrections ultimately made by John Tanner of OHM and was able to reassure 
Council that the errors turned out to be in OHM’s attached breakout detail sheets not the 
cover letter, so that the vote taken, accurately reflected the figures and number of bids 
received on Evart’s behalf.  OHM’s accurate summation spreadsheet was included by Bieri. 
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New Business: 

 2014/15 Poverty Exemption Approval 
Policy governing Poverty Exemption Asset Test and Guidelines, seven (7) pages in total, 
drafted and presented to Council. 
Moved by Keysor, seconded by Sherman to accept as drafted …  
Passed unanimously 

 Purchase of Corner Cupboard Café  
County Treasurer Lori Leudeman’s letter of June 4, 2014 detailed the county’s asking price 
of $5,157.39 plus a $10 recording fee, with the caution that property must be used for “a 
public purpose” and if sold, any revenue in excess of this transaction, must be returned to 
the county coffers. 
Moved by Elliot, seconded by Sherman to purchase parcel # 51-750-358-50 as detailed in 
Resolution #5-2014 
Roll Call Vote    

 Ayes:  Elliott, Foster, Keysor, Schmidt, Sherman 
 Nays:  (none) 
 Abstentions:  (none) 

Passed 5 - 0 
(see attached resolution) 

Muriel Gorthy inquired as to why the City was purchasing the former restaurant. “To sell to 
the DDA”, with Weinberg offering the comparison to the old Cruikshank building on U.S 10. 

 City Assessor Contract Extension 
City Manager’s June 11, 2014 letter advises that the Cushman Appraisals’ contract expires 
with the start of the Evart fiscal year (July1); he asked Vicki Cushman the length of 
extension she was seeking and she left it to Council determination.  Szakacs 
recommended unlike the previous one (1) year extension, that it be a two (2) year term at 
current rates ($9,000/year). 
Moved by Sherman, seconded by Keysor to accept as drafted …  
Passed unanimously 

 Water Ordinance Revisions – OHM Consultants’ Language 
DPW Director’s attempt to confirm that the language meets with legal council’s approval 
results in Jim White saying today was first day he’s been able to look at it but anticipates no 
difficulties. Vallad asks if Council can approve ordinance revision pending White’s 
endorsement; “yes”. 
Moved by Foster, seconded by Keysor to accept OHM’s draft, contingent upon no City 
Attorney corrections …  
Passed unanimously 

 Park & Recreation Committee Status 
Keysor reports conversations with Chad Booher who has expressed a willingness to sit on 
the committee now that there are openings.  Mr. O’Dell remarked that they have not held a 
meeting since March, determining at that point it should be on an “as needed” basis, 
although they had hoped for one before Park & Rec Director Mark Wilson had left for the 
Upper Peninsula.  Keysor and Booher like the idea of moving ahead with the Kessler 
property for a “sports complex”, noting that Booher had spoken with others who shared the 
interest.  

 Treasurer  - Sarah Bigelow reporting 
Bigelow notifies Council that the first Council meeting of July is where they will be 
presented with the “cleaned up Budget” / Budget Amendments for the debut of the 
forthcoming Fiscal Year (7/1/14). 
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Submission of Manual Check Report June 4 through June 16, 2014; Revenue/Expenditures 
Report for July 1, 2013 through June 30, 2014; Summary of All Funds – as of 5/1/14; and 
Vendor List. 
Moved by Foster, seconded by Sherman to accept Vendor List as submitted 
Passed  unanimously 

 City Manager – Zack Szakacs not in attendance; Treasurer serving as interim 
“City Manager’s Communications” dated June 3-16 highlights teamster negotiations, denial 
of duplex request on Evart Street, Well #5’s motor failure and Ice Mountain’s appreciation 
of DPW’s same-day fix, research into hotel tax; research into Fair Housing Ordinance 
continues, updates on AYSO-Soccer location options and PGW Glass Company’s delay in 
responding to phone inquiries.   Bigelow added the good news that the FAA has 
determined that the banked dollars intended for the SRA building can indeed be directed to 
that project despite Evart’s recent loss of airport status. Noting that an unscheduled FAA 
visit corresponded with their counting of 30 to 40 aircraft utilizing the cite.  

 Police Department – Chief Kendra Backing reporting 

Blight Ordinance citations began end of May vs. typical March/April due to this year’s 
weather. 41 issued on Day One within  two to three hours; a total of 47 were issued in all of 
2013.  She entreats citizens to alert the PD to potential violations via Facebook and 
telephone.  Mayor inquires about interns, Chief says one from Western one from Ferris 
State are both great additions.  Department is still awaiting word from the underwriters in 
order to move forward with auxiliary program.  Written report also submitted addressing 
lock-down drills at the Middle School with K9 Officer Yogi, and Memorial Day efforts. 

 Department of Public Works – Director Buck Vallad reporting 
As to revamping radio communications, while the school will allow DPW to use their 
antennae the Fire Department may have one the City can use.  The north Water Tower 
(Tower #2) is faded and may need painting this year or next in order to avoid metal 
deterioration.  Signs are now erected around town “Well Head Protection”; the artwork was 
the result of a school competition of several years ago.  Written report also submitted 
addressing plantings at Guyton Park, “summer fluffing” of Riverside Park pavilions, remoal 
of dead trees from Cemetery, aide offered to Reed City Wastewater Plant in wake of their 
spill. 

 Department of Parks and Recreation – Director Mark Wilson not in attendance 
Mayor offered reminders about the 4th of July festivities; Bieri included the debut of the July 
3rd Rodeo at the Fairgrounds.  Weinberg reminded all of the Chalk Art Festival on June 28. 

 City Attorney – Jim White reporting 
Working with City Manager on a multitude of flood issues, water ordinances, unusual police 
issues and the teamsters meeting is net set for later this week. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moved by Sherman, seconded by Keysor … 
… Adjournment at 8:14 p.m.  
Passed unanimously 


